abase v. To lower in position, estimation, or the like; degrade.
abass n. The lady superior of a nunnery.
abbe n. The group of buildings which collectively form the dwelling-place of a society of monks or nuns.
abbot n. The superior of a community of monks.
abdicative v. To give up (royal power or the like).
abdomen n. In mammals, the visceral cavity between the diaphragm and the pelvic floor; the belly.
abdominal n. Of, pertaining to, or situated on the abdomen.
abduction n. A carrying away of a person against his will, or illegally.
abed adv. In; on a bed.
aberration n. Deviation from a right, customary, or prescribed course.
abet v. To aid, promote, or encourage the commission of an offense.
abeyance n. A state of suspension or temporary inaction.
abhorrence n. The act of detesting extremely.
abhorrent adj. Very repugnant; hateful.
abidance n. An abiding.
abject adj. Sunk to a low condition.
abjure v. To renounce (a right or privilege).
abjectness n. A state of being abject.
abjectness n. An abiding.
abjectness n. The highest point; or summit.
abjectness n. A washing or cleansing, especially of the body.
abnegate v. To renounce (a right or privilege).
abnormal adj. Not conform to the ordinary rule or standard.
abominable adj. Very repugnant; hateful.
abominate v. To hate violently.
abomination n. A very detestable act or practice.
aboriginal adj. Primitive; unsophisticated.
aboriginines n. The original of earliest known inhabitants of a country.
abroad v. & adj. Without concealment, fraud, or trickery.
abrade v. To wear away the surface or some part of by friction.
abrasion n. That which is rubbed off.
abridge v. To make shorter in words, keeping the essential features, leaving out minor particles.
abridgment n. A condensed form as of a book or play.
abrogate v. To abolish, repeal.
abrupt adj. Beginning, ending, or changing suddenly or with a break.
abscission n. The act of cutting off, as in a surgical operation.
abscission n. The act of cutting off, as in a surgical operation.
abdication n. The act or process of absorbing.
act v. To do or perform.
act n. A record or statement of receipts and expenditures, or of business transactions.
actuate v. To give credit or authority to.
accumulate v. To become greater in quantity or number.
accuracy n. Exactness.
accurate adj. Conforming exactly to truth or to a standard.
accursed adj. Doomed to evil, misery, or misfortune.
accusation n. A charge of crime, misdemeanor, or error.
accusatory adj. Of, pertaining to, or involving an accusation.
accuse v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
accustom v. To make familiar by use.
acerbity n. Sourness, with bitterness and astringency.
acetic adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of vinegar.
ache v. To be in pain or distress.
Achillean adj. Invulnerable.
achromatic adj. Colorless.
acid n. A sour substance.
acidify v. To change into acid.
acknowledge v. To recognize; to admit the genuineness or validity of.
acknowledgment n. Recognition.
acme n. The highest point; or summit.
acoustical n. Of, pertaining to, or involving the use of sound.
acquiescence n. Passive consent.
acquire v. To get as one's own.
acquisition n. Anything detectable, or made one's own, usually by effort or labor.
acquit v. To free or clear, as from accusation.
acquittal n. A discharge from accusation by judicial action.
acquittal n. Release or discharge from indebtedness, obligation, or responsibility.
acreage n. Quantity or extent of land, especially of cultivated land.
acrid adj. Harshly pungent or bitter.
acrimonious adj. Full of bitterness.
acrimony n. Sharpness or bitterness of speech or temper.
actionable adj. Affording cause for instituting an action, as trespass, slanderous words.
actual adj. Any reality.
actual adj. Having skill in the use of the bodily or mental powers.
actuary n. An officer, as of an insurance company, who calculates and states the risks and premiums.
actuate v. To move or incite to action.
acumen n. Quickness of intellectual insight, or discernment; keenness of discrimination.
acute v. To hate violently.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudgement n. Recognition.
ado n. Simple or basic; the fundamental or basic element.
adjudicatory n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudicate v. To charge with wrong doing, misconduct, or error.
adjudication n. An adjudicating or decision-making function.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
adjudication n. The act of adjudicating a case.
adjudication n. A compact or agreement, especially a formal one.
aeronaut n. One who navigates the air, a balloonist.
aeronautics n. The art or practice of flying aircraft.
aerostat n. A balloon or other apparatus floating in or sustained by the air.
aerostatics n. The branch of pneumatics that treats of the equilibrium, pressure, and mechanical properties.
affable adj. Easy to approach.
avert v. To act upon
actionment n. A studied or ostentatious pretense or attempt.
affiliate n. Some auxiliary person or thing.
affirmative adj. Answering yes; to a question at issue.
affix v. To fasten.
afluenza n. A profuse or abundant supply of riches.
afront n. An open insult or indignity.
afire adv. & adj. On fire, literally or figuratively.
afoot adv. In progress.
aforesaid adj. Said in a preceding part or before.
afresh adv. Once more, after rest or interval.
afterthought n. A thought that comes later than its appropriate or expected time.
agglomerate v. To pile or heap together.
aggrandize v. To cause to appear greater.
aggravate v. To make heavier, worse, or more burdensome.
aggravation n. The fact of being made heavier or more heinous, as a crime, offense, misfortune, etc.
aggregate n. The entire number, sum, mass, or quantity of something.
aggress v. To make the first attack.
aggression n. An unprovoked attack.
aggrandise v. To give grief or sorrow to.
aghast adj. Struck with terror and amazement.
agile adj. Able to move or act quickly, physically, or mentally.
agitave v. To move or excite (the feelings or thoughts).
agrarian adj. Pertaining to land, especially agricultural land.
aide-de-camp n. An officer who receives and transmits the orders of the general.
ailment n. Slight sickness.
airy adj. Delicate, ethereal.
skin adj. Of similar nature or qualities.
alabaster n. A white or delicately tinted fine-grained gypsum.
alacrity n. Cheerful willingness.
albeit conj. Even though.
albinism n. A person with milky white skin and hair, and eyes with bright red pupil and usually pink iris.
album n. A book whose leaves are so made to form paper frames for holding photographs or the like.
alcohol n. The practical unit of electric-current strength.
alcoholism n. A condition resulting from the inordinate or persistent use of alcoholic beverages.
alcove n. A covered recess connected with or at the side of a larger room.
alder n. Any shrub or small tree of the genus Alumnus, of the oak family.
alderman n. A member of a municipal legislative body, who usually exercises also certain judicial functions.
aldermanship n. The dignity, condition, office, or term of office of an alderman.
alas n. An assumed name.
alien n. One who owes allegiance to a foreign government.
alienable adj. Capable of being aliened or alienated, as lands.
alienate v. To cause to turn away.
alienation n. Estrangement.
aliment n. That which nourishes.
alcohol n. Anything that will neutralize an acid, as lime, magnesia, etc.
alloy v. To calm the violence or reduce the intensity of; mitigate.
allege v. To assert to be true, especially in a formal manner, as in court.
allegory n. The setting forth of a subject under the guise of another subject of aptly suggestive likeness.
alleviate v. To make less burdensome or less hard to bear.
alley n. A narrow street, garden path, walk, or the like.
alliance n. Any combination or union for some common purpose.
allot v. To assign a definite thing or part to a certain person.
allotment n. Portion.
allude v. To refer incidentally, or by suggestion.
allusion n. An indirect and incidental reference to something without definite mention of it.
allevior n. Flood.
ally n. A person or thing connected with another, usually in some relation of helpfulness.
almanac n. A series of tables giving the days of the week together with certain astronomical information.
along adv. Not in sympathy with or desiring to associate with others.
altar n. Any raised place or structure on which sacrifices may be offered or incense burned.
alter v. To make change in.
alteration n. Change or modification.
annunciation n. Proclamation.

anode n. The point where or path by which a voltaic current enters an electrolyte or the like.

anonymous adj. Of unknown authorship.

antagonism n. Mutual opposition or resistance of countering forces, principles, or persons.

Antarctic adj. Pertaining to the south pole or the regions near it.

ante v. In the game of poker, to put up a stake before the cards are dealt.

antecede v. To precede.

antecedent n. One who or that which precedes or goes before, as in time, place, rank, order, or causality.

antechamber n. A waiting room for those who seek audience.

antedate v. To assign or affix a date to earlier than the actual one.

antediluvian adj. Of or pertaining to the times, things, events before the great flood in the days of Noah.

anteroom adj. Before noon.

antemundane adj. Pertaining to Time before the world's creation.

antenatal adj. Occurring or existing before birth.

anterior adj. Prior.

anteroom n. A room situated before and opening into another, usually larger.

anthology n. A collection of extracts from the writings of various authors.

anthracite n. Hard coal.

anthropology n. The science of man in general.

anthropomorphic adj. Having or resembling human form.

antic n. A grotesque, ludicrous, or fantastic action.

Antichrist n. Any opponent or enemy of Christ, whether a person or a power.

anticlimax n. A gradual or sudden decrease in the importance or impressiveness of what is said.

anticyclone n. An atmospheric condition of high central pressure, with currents flowing outward.

antidote n. Anything that will counteract or remove the effects of poison, disease, or the like.

antilogy n. Inconsistency or contradiction in terms or ideas.

antipathic v. To show or feel a feeling of antagonism, aversion, or dislike.

antiphon n. A response or alternation of responses, generally musical.

antihypnotic adj. Pertaining to the times, things, events before the great flood in the days of Noah.

antithetic adj. Apposite.

appropriate adj. Suitable for the purpose and circumstances.

aqueduct n. A water-conduit, particularly one for supplying a community from a distance.

aqueous adj. Of, pertaining to, or containing water.

arbitrator n. One chosen or appointed, by mutual consent of parties in dispute, to decide matters.

arbitral adj. Fixed or done capriciously.

arbitrate v. To act or give judgment as umpire.

arbor n. A tree.

arboreal adj. Of or pertaining to a tree or trees.

arborescent adj. Having the nature of a tree.

arboriculture n. The cultivation of trees or shrubs.

archade n. A vaulted passageway or street; a roofed passageway having shops, etc., opening from it.

archaic adj. Antiquated.

archaism n. Obsolescence.

archangel n. An angel of high rank.

archbishop n. The chief of the bishops of an ecclesiastical province in the Greek, Roman, and Anglican church.

archdeacon n. A high official administrator of the affairs of a diocese.

archeology n. The branch of anthropology concerned with the systematic investigation of the relics of man.

archetype n. A prototype.

archipelago n. Any large body of water studded with islands, or the islands collectively themselves.

ardent adj. Burning with passion.

ardor n. Intensity of passion or affection.

ardid adj. Very dry.

aristocracy n. A hereditary nobility.

aristocrat n. A hereditary noble or one nearly connected with nobility.

armada n. A fleet of war-vessels.

armful n. As much as can be held in the arm or arms.

armory n. An arsenal.

aroma n. An agreeable odor.

arraign v. To call into court, as a person indicted for crime, and demand whether he pleads guilty or not.

arrange v. To put in definite or proper order.

arrangement n. The act of putting in proper order, or the state of being put in order.

arrant adj. Notoriously bad.

arrear n. Something overdue and unpaid.

arrival n. A coming to a stopping-place or destination.

arrogant adj. Unduly or excessively proud, as of wealth, station, learning, etc.

arrogate v. To take, demand, or claim, especially presumptuously or without reasons or grounds.

Artesian well n. A very deep bored well. water rises due to underground pressure.

artful adj. Characterized by craft or cunning.

Arthurian adj. Pertaining to King Arthur, the real or legendary hero of British poetical art.

artifice n. Trickery.

artless adj. Ingenious.

ascendant adj. Dominant.

ascend v. To rise.

ascendancy n. The act of rising.

ascent n. A rising, soaring, or climbing.

ascetic adj. Given to severe self-denial and practicing excessive abstinence and devotion.

ascribe v. To assign as a quality or attribute.

asexual adj. Having no distinct sexual organs.

ashen adj. Pale.

askance adv. With a side or indirect glance or meaning.

aspiration n. A desire for that which is above one's present reach.

aspire v. To have an earnest desire, wish, or longing, as for something high and good, not yet attained.

assailant n. One who attacks.

assassin n. One who kills, or tries to kill, treacherously or secretly.

assassinate v. To kill, as by surprise or secret assault, especially the killing of some eminent person.

assassination n. Murderer, as by secret assault or treachery.

assay n. The chemical analysis or testing of an alloy ore.

assent v. To express agreement with a statement or matter of opinion.

asses v. To determine the amount of (a tax or other sum to be paid).

assesor n. An officer whose duty it is to assess taxes.

assets n. Property in general, regarded as applicable to the payment of debts.

assiduous adj. Diligent.

assignee n. One who is appointed to act for another in the management of certain property and interests.

assimilate v. To adapt.

assonance n. Resemblance or correspondence in sound.
blasé
bitterness
bric-a-brac
brevity
brethren
breech
breaker
breach
brazier
braze
bravado
brandish
braggart
brae
bowler
passages.
botany
botanize
bombardier
bomb
boll
blithesome
blemish
blazon
blaze
blatant
blaspheme
biology
bilingual
bilateral
bight
bier
biennial
bibulous
major-general.
boisterous
bodily
borough
bore
boorish
bolero
bristle
brine
n. A round pod or seed-capsule, as a flax or cotton.

v. To await.
blasé adj. Sated with pleasure.
blaspheme v. To indulge in profane oaths.
blatant adj. Noisily or offensively loud or clamorous.
blaze n. A vivid glowing flame.
blazon v. To make widely or generally known.
bleak adj. Desolate.
blemish n. A mark that mars beauty.
blithe adj. Joyous.
blithesome adj. Cheerful.
blockade n. The shutting up of a town, a frontier, or a line of coast by hostile forces.
boatswain n. A subordinate officer of a vessel, who has general charge of the rigging, anchors, etc.
bodice n. A women’s ornamental corset-shaped laced waist.
bodily adj. Corporeal.
boisterous adj. Unchecked merriment or animal spirits.
bole n. The trunk or body of a tree.
boleiro n. A Spanish dance, illustrative of the passion of love, accompanied by caste nets and singing.
bolt n. A round pod or seed-capsule, as a flax or cotton.
bolster v. To support, as something wrong.
bomb n. A hollow projectile containing an explosive material.
bombard v. To assail with missile or with abusive speech.
bombardier n. A person who has charge of mortars, bombs, and shells.
bombast n. Inflated or extravagant language, especially on unimportant subjects.
boorish adj. Rude.
bore v. To weary by tediousness or dullness.
borough n. An incorporated village or town.
bosom n. The breast or the upper front of the thorax of a human being, especially of a woman.
botanical adj. Connected with the study or cultivation of plants.
botanize v. To study plant-life.
botany n. The science that treats of plants.
bountiful adj. Showing abundance.
Browdizer v. To expurgate in editing (a literary composition) by omitting words or passages.
bowler n. In cricket, the player who delivers the ball.
boycott v. To place the products or merchandise of under a ban.
brace n. Hillside.
braggart n. A vain boaster.
brandish v. To wave, shake, or flourish triumphantly or defiantly, as a sword or spear.
bravado n. An aggressive display of boldness.
bravo interj. Well done.
bray n. A loud harsh sound, as the cry of an ass or the blast of a horn.
braze v. To make of or ornament with brass.
brazier n. An open pan or basin for holding live coals.
breach n. The violation of official duty, lawful right, or a legal obligation.
breaker n. One who trains horses, dogs, etc.
breath n. The buttocks.
brethren pl. Members of a brotherhood, gild, profession, association, or the like.
brevity n. Shortness of duration.
broach n. A horizontal framework with two handles at each end for carrying a corpse to the grave.
bigamist n. One who has two spouses at the same time.
bigrate n. General officer who commands a brigade, ranking between a colonel and a major-general.
brigand n. One who lives by robbery and plunder.
brimstone n. Sulfur.
brine n. Water saturated with salt.
bristle n. One of the coarse, stiff hairs of swine: used in brush-making, etc.

Britannia n. The United Kingdom of Great Britain.
commotion \( n. \) The act, fact, or result of committing, or the state of being committed.

commodity \( n. \) Something that is bought and sold.

commotion \( n. \) A disturbance or violent agitation.

commute \( v. \) To put something, especially something less severe, in place of.

comparable \( adj. \) Fit to be compared.

comparative \( adj. \) Relative.

comparison \( n. \) Examination of two or more objects with reference to their likeness or unlikeness.

compensate \( v. \) To remunerate.

competence \( n. \) Adequate qualification or capacity.

competent \( adj. \) Qualified.

competitive \( adj. \) Characterized by rivalry.

competitor \( n. \) A rival.

complacency \( n. \) Satisfaction with one's acts or surroundings.

compliant \( adj. \) Pleased or satisfied with oneself.

complaisance \( n. \) Politeness.

complaisant \( adj. \) Agreeable.

complement \( v. \) To make complete.

complex \( adj. \) Complicated.

compliant \( adj. \) Yielding.

complicate \( v. \) To make complex, difficult, or hard to deal with.

complication \( n. \) An intermingling or combination of things or parts, especially in a perplexing manner.

complicity \( n. \) Participation or partnership, as in wrong-doing or with a wrong-doer.

complaint \( v. \) To address or gratify with expressions of delicate praise.

component \( n. \) A constituent element or part.

comport \( v. \) To conduct or behave (oneself).

composure \( n. \) Calmness.

comprehensible \( adj. \) Intelligible.

comprehension \( n. \) Ability to know.

comprehensive \( adj. \) Large in scope or content.

compress \( v. \) To press together or into smaller space.

compressible \( adj. \) Capable of being pressed into smaller compass.

compression \( n. \) Constraint, as by force or authority.

comprise \( v. \) To consist of.

compulsion \( n. \) Self-restraint with respect to desires, appetites, and passion.

confessor \( n. \) A spiritual advisor.

confess \( v. \) To bestow.

confectioner \( n. \) A number of states or persons in compact or league with each other, as for mutual aid.

confede \( n. \) One who is united with others in a league, compact, or agreement.

confederate \( n. \) One who is united with others in a league, compact, or agreement.

confederacy \( n. \) A number of states or persons in compact or league with each other, as for mutual aid.

comprise \( v. \) To remunerate.

complacence \( n. \) Satisfaction with one's acts or surroundings.

complacent \( adj. \) Agreeable.

competence \( n. \) Adequate qualification or capacity.

comprehensive \( adj. \) Large in scope or content.

comprise \( v. \) To consist of.
contingency n. Possibility of happening.
contingent adj. Not predictable.
continuance n. Permanence.
continuation n. Prolongation.
continuity n. Uninterrupted connection in space, time, operation, or development.
continuous adj. Connected, extended, or prolonged without separation or interruption of sequence.
contort v. To twist into a misshapen form.
contraband n. Trade forbidden by law or treaty.
contradiction n. The assertion of the opposite of that which has been said.
contradictory adj. Inconsistent with itself.
contraposition n. A placing opposite.
contravene v. To prevent or obstruct the operation of.
contribution n. The act of giving for a common purpose.
contributor n. One who gives or furnishes, in common with others, for a common purpose.
contrite adj. Broken in spirit because of a sense of sin.
contrivance n. The act planning, devising, inventing, or adapting something to or for a special purpose.
controverse v. To manage or carry through by some device or scheme.
control v. To exercise a directing, restraining, or governing influence over.
controller n. One who or that which regulates or directs.
contumacious adj. Rebellious.
contumacity n. Contumacious disregard of the requirements of rightful authority.
contuse v. To bruise by a blow, either with or without the breaking of the skin.
contusion n. A bruise.
convalescence n. To recover after a sickness.
convalescent adj. Recovering health after sickness.
convalesce v. A protecting force accompanying property in course of transportation.
convalesce n. The state of progressive restoration to health and strength after the cessation of disease.
convalesce v. To recover health after sickness.
convancy n. The state of being fat.
corporal adj. Of a body nature; bodily.
corporation n. A number or body of persons in some way associated or acting together.
corporate adj. Belonging or relating to the body as opposed to the mind.
corporate adj. Belonging to a corporation.
corporal adj. Of a matter; physical.
corps n. A number or body of persons in some way associated or acting together.
corpse n. A dead body.
corpulent adj. Obese.
corpuscle n. A minute particle of matter.
correlate v. To put in some relation of connection or correspondence.
correlative adj. Mutually involving or implying one another.
corrigid adj. Capable of reformation.
corraborate v. To strengthen, as proof or conviction.
corraboration n. Confirmation.
corrode v. To ruin or destroy little by little.
corrosion n. Gradual decay by crumbling or surface disintegration.
corrosive adj. That which causes gradual decay by crumbling or surface disintegration.
corrumpable adj. To open to bribery.
corruption n. Loss of purity or integrity.
cosmetic adj. Pertaining to the art of beautifying, especially the complexion.
cosmic adj. Pertaining to the universe.
cosmogony n. A doctrine of creation or of the origin of the universe.
cosmography n. The science that describes the universe, including astronomy, geography, and geology.
cosmology n. The general science of the universe.
cosmopolitan adj. Common to all the world.
cosmopolitism n. A cosmopolitan character.
cosmos n. The world or universe considered as a system, perfect in order and arrangement.
counter-claim n. A cross-demand alleged by a defendant in his favor against the plaintiff.
counteract v. To act in opposition to.
counterbalance v. To oppose with an equal force.
countercharge v. To accuse in return.
counterfeit adj. Made to resemble something else.
counterpart n. Something taken with another for the completion of either.
countervail v. To offset.
counting-house n. A house or office used for transacting business, bookkeeping, correspondence, etc.
countryman n. A rustic.
courageous adj. Brave.
course n. Line of motion or direction.
courser n. A fleet and spirited horse.
courtesy n. Politeness originating in kindness and exercised habitually.
covenant n. An agreement entered into by two or more persons or parties.
cover adj. Concealed, especially for an evil purpose.
covey n. A flock of quails or partridges.
cow v. To crouch down tremblingly, as through fear or shame.
coxswain n. One who steers a rowboat, or one who has charge of a ship’s boat and its crew under an officer.
craig n. A rugged, rocky projection on a cliff or ledge.
cranium n. The skull of an animal, especially that part enclosing the brain.
crass adj. Coarse or thick in nature or structure, as opposed to thin or fine.
craving n. A vehement desire.
creak n. A sharp, harsh, squeaking sound.
cream n. A butter-making establishment.
creamy adj. Resembling or containing cream.
creed n. A belief.
credible adj. Believable.
credulous adj. Easily deceived.
creed n. A formal summary of fundamental points of religious belief.
crematory n. A place for cremating dead bodies.
crevasse n. A deep crack or fissure in the ice of a glacier.
crevice n. A small fissure, as between two contiguous surfaces.
criterion n. A standard by which to determine the correctness of a judgment or conclusion.
critique n. A criticism or critical review.
crockery n. Earthenware made from baked clay.
crucial adj. A trying and purifying test or agency.
crusade n. Any concerted movement, vigorously prosecuted, in behalf of an idea or principle.
crustaceous adj. Pertaining to a division of arthropods, containing lobsters, crabs, crayfish, etc.
crustacean adj. Having a crust-like shell.
cryptogram n. Anything written in characters that are secret or so arranged as to have hidden meaning.
cryptalyze v. To bring together or give fixed shape to.
cudgel n. A short thick stick used as a club.
culinary adj. Of or pertaining to cooking or the kitchen.
cull v. To pick or sort out from the rest.
culpable adj. Guilty.
curb n. A guilty person.
curvature n. Any artificial covered channel for the passage of water through a bank or under a road, canal.
cupidity n. Avarice.
curative adj. Capable of being remedied or corrected.
curator n. A person having charge as of a library or museum.
curio n. A piece of bric-a-brac.
cursive adj. Writing in which the letters are joined together.
cursory adj. Rapid and superficial.
curt adj. Concise, compressed, and abrupt in act or expression.
currytail v. To cut off or cut short.
cursory adj. Rapid and superficial.
cynical adj. Exhibiting moral skepticism.
cynicism n. Contempt for the opinions of others and of what others value.
cynosure n. That to which general interest or attention is directed.
daring adj. Brave.
decameter n. A length of ten meters.
decapod adj. Ten-footed or ten-armed.
decasyllable n. A line of ten syllables.
decay n. Falsehood.
der巡航 adj. Fraudulent.
derive v. To mislead by or as by falsehood.
derency n. Moral fitness.
derient adj. Characterized by propriety of conduct, speech, manners, or dress.
derous adj. Falling off at maturity as petals after flowering, fruit when ripe, etc.
derical adj. Founded on the number 10.
dericate v. To destroy a measurable or large proportion of.
deripher v. To find out the true words or meaning of, as something hardly legible.
derivative adj. Conclusive.
deramation n. A speech recited or intended for recitation from memory in public.
deratutory adj. A full and formal style of utterance.
derative adj. Containing a formal, positive, or explicit statement or affirmation.
derison n. The change of endings in nouns and adj. to express their different relations of gender.
derate v. To embellish.
derous adj. Suitable for the occasion or circumstances.
deroy n. Anything that allures, or is intended to allures into danger or temptation.
dered adj. Enfeebled, as by old age or some chronic infirmity.
derication n. The voluntary consecration or relinquishment of something to an end or cause.
deruce v. To derive or draw as a conclusion by reasoning from given premises or principles.
derace v. To mar or disfigure the face or external surface of.
derulate v. To cut off or take away, as a part of something.
deramation n. Malicious and groundless injury done to the reputation or good name of another.
derame v. To slander.
deral adj. The neglect or omission of a legal requirement.
derant n. A person against whom a suit is brought.
derensive adj. Capable of being maintained or justified.
derensive adj. Carried on in resistance to aggression.
derer v. To delay or put off to some other time.
derence n. Respectful submission or yielding, as to another’s opinion, wishes, or judgment.
deriant adj. Characterized by bold or insolent opposition.
derency n. Lack or insufficiency.
derent adj. Not having an adequate or proper supply or amount.
derite adj. Having an exact signification or positive meaning.
derect v. To cause to turn aside or downward.
derest v. To clear of forests.
derform v. To disfigure.
derormity n. A disfigurement.
derfraud v. To deprive of something dishonestly.
deray v. To make payment for.
deregeneracy n. A becoming worse.
deregrate n. To become worse or inferior.
derategradation n. Diminution, as of strength or magnitude.
derate v. To take away honors or position from.
deriate v. To deprive of water.
derly v. To regard or worship as a god.
descendant n. One who is descended lineally from another, as a child, grandchild, etc.
descendent adj. Proceeding downward.
descent n. The act of moving or going downward.
descry v. To discern.
desert v. To abandon without regard to the welfare of the abandoned
desiccant n. Any remedy which, when applied externally, dries up or absorbs moisture, as that of wounds.
designate v. To select or appoint, as by authority.
desist v. To cease from action.
desistance n. Cessation.
despair n. Utter hopelessness and despondency.
desperate adj. One without regard for law or life.
desperate adj. Resorted to in a last extremity, or as if prompted by utter despair.
despicable adj. Contemptible.
despite prep. In spite of.
despond v. To lose spirit, courage, or hope.
despondent adj. Disheartened.
despot n. An absolute and irresponsible monarch.
despotism n. Any severe and strict rule in which the judgment of the governed has little or no part.
destitute adj. Poverty-stricken.
desultory adj. Not connected with what precedes.
deter v. To frighten away.
deteriorate v. To grow worse.
determinate adj. Definitely limited or fixed.
determination n. The act of deciding.
deterrent adj. Hindering from action through fear.
detest v. To dislike or hate with intensity.
detraction v. To disapprove.
detract v. To withhold permission or sanction.
disappear v. To cease to exist, either actually or for the time being.
disappoint v. To fail to fulfill the expectation, hope, wish, or desire of.
disapprove v. To regard with blame.
disarm v. To deprive of weapons.
disarrangement v. To throw out of order.
disavow v. To disclaim responsibility for.
disavowal n. Denial.
disbeliever n. One who refuses to believe.
disburden v. To disencumber.
disburse v. To pay out or expend, as money from a fund.
discard v. To reject.
discernible adj. Perceivable.
disciple n. One who believes the teaching of another, or who adopts and follows some doctrine.
disciplinary adj. Characterized by special tact in negotiations.
diplomat n. One remarkable for tact and shrewd management.
disagree v. To be opposite in opinion.
disallow v. To deny or refuse to admit.
disbelieve v. To regard or speak of slightingly.
disbeliate adj. Ungodly.
disbark v. To remove or destroy the poison of infectious or contagious diseases.
disbelieve v. To be opposite in opinion.
disbelieve v. To regard or speak of slightingly.
disbelligh v. To deprive of an inheritance.
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disbelieve v. To regard or speak of slightingly.
egregious adj. Extreme.
egress n. Any place of exit.
eject v. To expel.
elapse v. To quietly terminate; said of time.
elasticity n. That property of matter by which a body tends to return to a former shape after being changed.
eloquacious adj. Having the ability to express emotion or feeling in lofty and impassioned speech.
elucidate v. To bring out more clearly the facts concerning.
elude v. To evade the search or pursuit of by dexterity or artifice.
elusion n. Evasion.
eludicrous adj. Stupid.
elude v. To escape from bondage.
elucidant n. A species of lyric poems.
elucidation n. The act of explaining or elucidating.
elucidator n. A writer or speaker who elucidates or explains.
elucidator adj. Characterized by clear and accurate explanation.
elucidation n. The act of elucidating.
elucidate v. To explain in a clear and thorough manner.
elocution n. The art of correct intonation, inflection, and gesture in public speaking or reading.
elocutionary adj. Pertaining to the act of speaking.
elocation n. The act of speaking.
eloquent adj. Having the power to express oneself with force and conviction.
eloquently adv. In a forceful and convincing manner.
elog n. The act of writing down or noting down.
elog n. A logbook.
elogistic adj. Pertaining to the art of writing or keeping records.
elogistician n. A person who specializes in the art of keeping records.
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et cetera Latin. And so forth.
et

eugenic adj. Relating to the development and improvement of race.
eulogy n. A spoken or written laudation of a person's life or character.
euphonious adj. Characterized by agreeableness of sound.
euphony n. Agreeableness of sound.
eurea Greek. I have found it.
evade v. To avoid by artifice.
evanescence v. To vanish gradually.
evanescence adj. Fleeting.
evangelical adj. Seeking the conversion of sinners.
evangelist n. A preacher who goes from place to place holding services.
evasion n. Escape.
eventual adj. Ultimate.
evert v. To turn inside out.
evic v. To dispossess pursuant to judicial decree.
evidential adj. Indicative.
evince v. To make manifest or evident.
evolve v. To call or summon forth.
evolution n. Development or growth.
evolv v. To unfold or expand.
exacerbate v. To make more sharp, severe, or virulent.
exaggrerate v. To overstate.
excruciate v. To provoke great anger in.
excruciate v. To remove by digging or scooping out.
exceed v. To go beyond, as in measure, quality, value, action, power, skill, etc.
exclere v. To be superior or distinguished.
excellency n. A title of honor bestowed upon various high officials.
excellent adj. Possessing distinguished merit.
except n. An extract or selection from written or printed matter.
excess n. That which passes the ordinary, proper, or required limit, measure, or experience.
excessive adj. Nervously high-strung.
exclamation n. Intensified emotion or action.
exclamation n. An abrupt or emphatic expression of thought or of feeling.
exclud v. To shut out purposely or forcibly.
exclusion n. Non-admission.
excretion n. Any unnatural addition, outgrowth, or development.
excreta n. The getting rid of waste matter.
excruciate v. To inflict severe pain or agony upon.
excusation n. A journey.
exculable adj. Justifiable.
exculable adj. Abominable.
exclusion n. An accused thing.
exculator v. A person nominated by the will of another to execute the will.
exegesis n. Biblical exposition or interpretation.
exemplar n. A model, pattern, or original to be copied or imitated.
exemplary adj. Fitted to serve as a model or example worthy of imitation.
exemplify v. To show by example.
exempt adj. Free, clear, or released, as from some liability, or restriction affecting others.
exert v. To make an effort.
exhale v. To breathe forth.
exhaust v. To empty by draining off the contents.
exhaustible adj. Causing or tending to cause exhaustion.
exhaustion n. Deprivation of strength or energy.
exhaustive adj. Thorough and complete in execution.
exhilarate v. To fill with high or cheerful spirits.
exhume v. To dig out of the earth (what has been buried).
exigent adj. A critical period or condition.
exigent adj. Urgent.
exigence n. Ease.
exigent adj. A way or passage out.
exodont n. A going forth or departure from a place or country, especially of many people.
exonerate v. To relieve or vindicate from accusation, imputation, or blame.
exorbitance n. Extravagance or enormity.
exorbitant adj. Going beyond usual and proper limits.
exorcise v. To cast or drive out by religious or magical means.
exotic adj. Foreign.
expanse n. A continuous area or stretch.
expanse n. Increase of amount, size, scope, or the like.
expatiate v. To drive from one's own country.
expect v. To look forward to as certain or probable.
expectancy n. The act or state of looking forward to as certain or probable.
expectorate v. To cough up and spit forth.
expediency n. Fitness to meet the requirements of a particular case.
expendent adj. Contributing to personal advantage.
expedite v. To hasten the movement or progress of.
expedientious adj. Speedy.
expend v. To spend.
expense n. The laying out or expending or money or other resources, as time or strength.
expiate v. To make satisfaction or amends for.
explicate v. To clear from involvement.
explicit adj. Definite.
expletive v. To cause to burst in pieces by force from within.
explosion n. A sudden and violent outbreak.
explosive adj. Pertaining to a sudden and violent outbreak.
exposition n. Formal presentation.
expository adj. Pertaining to a formal presentation.
expostulate v. To discuss.
exposhure n. An open situation or position in relation to the sun, elements, or points of the compass.
expressive adj. Full of meaning.
exursion n. Fortible ejection.
extant adj. Still existing and known.
extemporaneous adj. Done or made without much or any preparation.
extemporariness adv. Without studied or special preparation.
extensible adj. Capable of being stretched out.
extension n. A reaching or stretching out, as in space, time or scope.
extension n. Extended widely in space, time, or scope.
extensor n. A muscle that causes extension.	ext n. To diminish the gravity or importance of.
extradite v. To surrender the custody of.
executive v. The surrender by a government of a person accused of crime to the justice of another government.
extradition adj. Happening out of court.
extraneous adj. Having no essential relation to a subject.
extraordinary adj. Unusual.
extravaganza n. Undue expenditure of money.
extravagant adj. Needlessly free or lavish in expenditure.
extermist n. One who supports extreme measures or holds extreme views.
extermism n. The utmost point, side, or border, or that farthest removed from a mean position.
extricate v. Disentangle.
extrude v. To drive out or away.
exuberance n. Rich supply.
exuberant adj. Marked by great plentifulness.
fabricate v. To invent fancifully or falsely.
facile adj. Increditable.
facile adj. Increditable.
facet n. One of the small triangular plane surfaces of a diamond or other gem.
facetious adj. Amusing.
facial adj. Pertaining to the face.
facile adj. Not difficult to do.
facilitate v. To make more easy.
facilitate n. Ease.
facilitate v. To make more easy.
facilitate n. Ease.
facsimile n. An exact copy or reproduction.
faction n. A number of persons combined for a common purpose.
factual adj. Turbulent.
fallacious adj. Illogical.
falacy n. Any unsound or delusive mode of reasoning, or anything based on such reasoning.
fallible adj. Capable of erring.
fallow n. Land broken up and left to become mellow or to rest.
fanatic n. A religious zealot.
fancier n. One having a taste for or interest in special objects.
fanciless adj. Unimaginative.
fandemonium adj. Hard to please.
iridescent adj. Not possessed of reasoning powers or understanding.
irreducible adj. That can not be lessened.
irrefragable adj. That can not be refuted or disproved.
irrefrangible adj. That can not be broken or violated.
irrelevant adj. Inapplicable.
irreligious adj. Indifferent or opposed to religion.
irreparable adj. That can not be rectified or made amends for.
irrepressible adj. That can not be restrained or kept down.
irresistible adj. That can not be successfully withstood or opposed.
irresponsible adj. Careless or of unable to meet responsibilities.
irreverence n. The quality showing or expressing a deficiency of veneration, especially for sacred things.
irreverent adj. Showing or expressing a deficiency of veneration, especially for sacred things.
irreverential adj. Showing or expressing a deficiency of veneration, especially for sacred things.
irreversible adj. Irrevocable.
irrigant adj. Serving to water lands by artificial means.
irrigate v. To water, as land, by ditches or other artificial means.
irritable adj. Showing impatience or ill temper on little provocation.
irritancy n. The quality of producing vexation.
irritant n. A mechanical, chemical, or pathological agent of inflammation, pain, or tension.
irritate v. To excite ill temper or impatience in.
irruption n. Sudden invasion.
isle n. An island.
island n. A little island.
isobar n. An island.
isochronous adj. Relating to or denoting equal intervals of time.
isolate v. To separate from others of its kind.
isothermal adj. Having or marking equality of temperature.
itinerant adj. Wandering.
itinerary n. A detailed account or diary of a journey.
itinerate v. To wander from place to place.
jargon n. Confused, unintelligible speech or highly technical speech.
judging n. The faculty by the exercise of which a deliberate conclusion is reached.
judgement n. Quick at contrivance.
judicious adj. Done or made in jest.
jujube n. One thousand watts.
jug n. A little island.
jugular adj. Pertaining to the throat.
juggling n. The art or practice of sleight of hand.
juncture n. A little island.
jurisdiction n. The science of rights in accordance with positive law.
jurisdiction n. Lawful power or right to exercise official authority.
jurisdiction n. The science of rights in accordance with positive law.
juror n. One who serves on a jury or is sworn in for jury duty in a court of justice.
joust v. To engage in a tilt with lances on horseback.
justification n. Vindication.
juvenile adj. Characteristic of youth.
justification n. A square of linen, silk, or other material, used as a covering for the head or neck.
kiln n. A grain or seed.
kiln n. An oven or furnace for baking, burning, or drying industrial products.
kiloliter n. One thousand liters.
kilometer n. A little island.
kilowatt n. One thousand watts.
kimono n. A loose robe, fastening with a sash, the principal outer garment in Japan.
kind-hearted adj. Having a kind and sympathetic nature.
kingship n. Royal state.
kingsnake n. A pit viper.
knave n. A trickster, a scoundrel.
knavery n. Deceitfulness in dealing.
knead v. To mix and work into a homogeneous mass, especially with the hands.
knickknack n. A small article, more for ornament that use.
knighthood n. The station of chivalry.
laborious adj. Toilsome.
lader n. A ladder.
ladle n. A cup-shaped vessel with a long handle, intended for dipping up and pouring liquids.
laggage n. Luggage; baggage.
lake n. A water body.
nakedness n. A state of undress.
lackadaisical adj. Listless.
lacquer n. A varnish made from lac bugs.
laudatory adj. Praiseworthy.
laud n. High praise.
laudation n. Praise in words or song.
laudable adj. Praiseworthy.
laude n. To praise.
laudation n. Praise in words or song.
laudative adj. Praiseworthy.
laudation n. Praise in words or song.
laudative adj. Praiseworthy.
laudation n. Praise in words or song.
laudative adj. Praiseworthy.
laudation n. Praise in words or song.
messieurs n. pl. Gentlemen.
mischievous adj. Causing trouble.
miser n. A person given to saving and hoarding unduly.
miscreant n. A villain.
misinterpret v. To misunderstand.
mishap n. An unlucky accident.
misdemeanor n. A wrong or improper act.
misapprehend v. To misunderstand.
misbehave v. To behave ill.
misbehavior n. Ill or improper behavior.
mischievous adj. Fond of tricks.
miscount v. To make a mistake in counting.
miscrant n. A villain.
misdeed n. A wrong or improper act.
misdemeanor n. Evil conduct, small crime.
miser n. A person given to saving and hoarding unduly.
mishap n. Misfortune.
misinterpret v. To misunderstand.
mislay v. To misplace.
mismanage v. To manage badly, improperly, or unskilfully.
misnomer n. A name wrongly or mistakenly applied.
misogamy n. Hatred of marriage.
misogyny n. Hatred of women.
misplace v. To put into a wrong place.
misrepresent v. To give a wrong impression.
misrule v. To misgovern.
missee n. The book containing the service for the celebration of mass.
missee n. Any object, especially a weapon, thrown or intended to be thrown.
missee n. A message in writing.
mistrust v. To regard with suspicion or jealousy.
misty adj. Lacking clearness.
misunderstand v. To Take in a wrong sense.
misuse v. To maltreat.
mite n. A very small amount, portion, or particle.
miller n. The juncture of two bodies at an equally divided angle.
militage v. To make milder or more endurable.
memonics n. A system of principles and formulas designed to assist the recollection in certain instances.
moat n. A ditch on the outside of a fortress wall.
mobocracy n. Lawless control of public affairs by the mob or populace.
moccasin n. A foot-covering made of soft leather or buckskin.
mockery n. Ridicule.
moderation n. Temperance.
moderator n. The presiding officer of a meeting.
moodiness n. The state or character of being modern.
moderne v. To make characteristic of the present or of recent times.
modification n. A change.
modify v. To make somewhat different.
modish adj. Fashionable.
modulate v. To vary in tone, inflection, pitch or other quality of sound.
mollify v. To soothe.
molt v. To cast off, as hair, feathers, etc.
momentary adj. Lasting but a short time.
momentous adj. Very significant.
momentum n. An impetus.
monarchy n. Government by a single, sovereign ruler.
monastery n. A dwelling-place occupied in common by persons under religious vows of seclusion.
monetary adj. Financial.
mongrel n. The progeny resulting from the crossing of different breeds or varieties.
monition n. Friendly counsel given by way of warning and implying caution or reproof.
monitor n. A presiding officer.
monocracy n. Government by a single person.
monogamy n. The habit of pairing, or having but one mate.
monogram n. A character consisting of two or more letters interwoven into one, usually initials of a name.
monograph n. A treatise discussing a single subject or branch of a subject.
monolith n. Any structure or sculpture in stone formed of a single piece.
monologue n. Any structure or sculpture in stone formed of a single piece.
monotony n. The state of monotonous or monotonous utterance.
monotonous adj. Unchanging and tedious.
monotony n. A lack of variety.
monosyllable n. A word of one syllable.
monotone n. The sameness or monotony of utterance.
nemo n. A passing from one form or shape into another.
ménage n. A marriage in which one partner is of a different race.
ménage n. A marriage in which one partner is of a different race.
ménage n. The offspring of a white person and a black person.
occult

occlude

occident

ominous

obsolescent

obstetrician

obstetrics n. The branch of medical science concerned with the treatment and care of women during pregnancy.

obstetrician n. A practitioner of midwifery.

obstruct v. To fill with impediments so as to prevent passage, either wholly or in part.

obstruction n. Hindrance.

obtrusive adj. Tending to be pushed or to push oneself into undue prominence.

obviate v. To clear away or provide for, as an objection or difficulty.

occasion n. An important event or celebration.

Occident n. The countries lying west of Asia and the Turkish dominions.

occult adj. Existing but not immediately perceptible.

occlusive adj. Tending to be pushed or to push oneself into undue prominence.

occlude v. To absorb, as a gas by a metal.

occur v. To happen or be present.

occurrence n. A happening.

octagon n. A figure with eight sides and eight angles.

octave n. A note at this interval above or below any other, considered in relation to that other.

octavo n. A book, or collection of paper in which the sheets are so folded as to make eight leaves.

octogenarian adj. Of or pertaining to the eye.

oculist n. One versed or skilled in treating diseases of the eye.

ode n. The form of lyric poetry anciently intended to be sung.

odious adj. Hateful.

odium n. A feeling of extreme repugnance, or of dislike and disgust.

odoriferous adj. Having or diffusing an odor or scent, especially an agreeable one.

odorous adj. Having an odor, especially a fragrant one.

offset v. To equalize or make up for.

offhand adv. Without preparation.

officiate v. To act as an officer or leader.

officious adj. Intermeddling with what is not one's concern.

offshoot n. Something that branches off from the parent stock.

ogre n. A demon or monster that was supposed to devour human beings.

ointment n. A fatty preparation with a butter-like consistency in which a medicinal substance exists.

offal adj. Of or pertaining to the sense of smell.

olive-branch n. A branch of the olive-tree, as an emblem of peace.

omission n. Exclusion.

omnipotence n. Unlimited and universal power.

omnipotent adj. Possessed of unlimited and universal power.

omniscience n. Unlimited or infinite knowledge.

omniscient adj. Characterized by unlimited or infinite knowledge.

omnivorous adj. Eating or living upon food of all kinds indiscriminately.

onerous adj. Burdensome or oppressive.

onrush n. Onset.

onset n. An assault, especially of troops, upon an enemy or fortification.

onslaught n. A violent onset.

onus n. A burden or responsibility.

opaque adj. Impervious to light.

operate v. To put in action and supervise the working of.

operative adj. Active.

operator n. One who works with or controls some machine or scientific apparatus.

opera n. A humorous play in dialogue and music, of more than one act.

opinion n. A conclusion or judgment held with confidence, but falling short of positive knowledge.

opponent n. One who supports the opposite side in a debate, discussion, struggle, or sport.

opportunistic adj. Especially fit as occurring, said, or done at the right moment.

opportunist n. One who takes advantage of circumstances to gain his ends.

opportunity n. Favorable or advantageous chance or opening.

oppose v. To be under moral obligation to be or do.

opposition n. A general name for all kinds of weapons and their appliances used in war.

origies n. Wild or wanton revelry.

origin n. The beginning of that which becomes or is made to be.

original adj. Not copied nor produced by imitation.

originality n. That form of the numeral that shows the order of anything in a series, as first, second, third.

ordination n. A consecration to the ministry.

ordeal n. Anything that severely tests courage, strength, patience, conscience, etc.

ordinance n. A law or rule made for the government.

oratory n. The art of public speaking.

over-advertised adj. Boisterous.

overdo v. To extend.


outbreak n. A sudden and violent breaking forth, as of something that has been pent up or restrained.

outburst n. A violent issue, especially of passion in an individual.

outcast n. One rejected and despised, especially socially.

outcry n. A vehement or loud cry or clamor.

outdo v. To surpass.

outlandish adj. Of barbarous, uncouth, and unfamiliar aspect or action.

outlast v. To last longer than.

outlaw n. A habitual lawbreaker.

outlive v. To continue to exist after.


outpost n. A detachment of troops stationed at a distance from the main body to guard against surprise.

outrage n. A gross infringement of morality or decency.

outrageous adj. Shocking in conduct.

outrageous v. To exceed.

outrageous adj. Shocking in conduct.

outreach v. To reach or go beyond.

outride v. To ride faster than.

outtrigger v. A part built or arranged to project beyond a natural outline for support.

outright adv. Entirely.

outskirt n. A border region.

outstretch v. To extend.

outstrip v. To go beyond.

outweigh v. To surpass in importance or excellence.

overdo v. To overtax the strength of.

overdose n. An excessive dose, usually so large a dose of a medicine that its effect is toxic.

overeat v. To eat to excess.

overhang n. A portion of a structure which projects or hangs over.

overland v. To leap beyond.

overlord n. One who holds supremacy over another.

overpass v. To pass across or over, as a river.

overpay v. To pay or reward in excess.

overpower v. To gain supremacy or victory over by superior power.

overproduction n. Excessive production.
overreach v. To stretch out too far.
overnun v. To infest or ravage.
oversee v. To superintend.
oversee n. A supervisor.
overshadow v. To cast into the shade or render insignificant by comparison.
overstrive v. To step beyond.
overthrow v. To vanquish an established ruler or government.
overtone n. A harmonic.
outrage n. An instrumental prelude to an opera, oratorio, or ballet.
overweight n. Preponderance.
pacify v. To bring into a peaceful state.
packet n. A bundle, as of letters.
pact n. A covenant.
pagan n. A worshipper of false gods.
pageant n. A dramatic representation, especially a spectacular one.
palate n. The roof of the mouth.
palatial adj. Magnificent.
palaeontology n. The branch of biology that treats of ancient life and fossil organisms.
palette n. A thin tablet, with a hole for the thumb, upon which artists lay their colors for painting.
paninod n. A retraction.
pall v. To make dull by satiety.
palliate v. To cause to correspond or lie in the same direction and equidistant in all parts.
panel n. A rectangular piece set in or as in a frame.
panic n. A sudden, unreasonable, overpowering fear.
panoply n. A full set of armor.
panorama n. A series of large pictures representing a continuous scene.
pantheism n. The worship of nature for itself or its beauty.
Pantheon n. A circular temple at Rome with a fine Corinthian portico and a great domed roof.
pantomime n. A sign-language.
pantoscope n. A very wide-angled photographic lens.
papacy n. The official head of the Roman Catholic Church.
papyrus n. The writing-paper of the ancient Egyptians, and later of the Romans.
paradigm n. A model of excellence.
parallel v. To cause to correspond or lie in the same direction and equidistant in all parts.
parallelism n. Essential likeness.
paralysis n. Loss of the power of contractility in the voluntary or involuntary muscles.
paralyse v. To deprive of the power to act.
paramount adj. Supreme in authority.
paramour n. One who is unlawfully and immorally a lover or a mistress.
paraphernalia n. Miscellaneous articles of equipment or adornment.
paraphrase v. Translate freely.
pare v. To cut, shave, or remove (the outside) from anything.
parentage n. The relation of parent to child, of the producer to the produced, or of cause to effect.
Parish n. A member of a degraded class, a social outcast.
parish n. The ecclesiastical district in charge of a pastor.
Parisian adj. Of or pertaining to the city of Paris.
parity n. Equality, as of condition or rank.
parlance n. Mode of speech.
parley v. To converse in.
parliament n. A legislative body.
parlor v. A room for reception of callers or entertainment of guests.
parody v. To render ludicrous by imitating the language of.
paronymous adj. Derived from the same root or primitive word.
paroxysm n. A sudden outburst of any kind of activity.
parricide n. The murder of a parent.
parse v. To describe, as a sentence, by separating it into its elements and describing each word.
parsimonious adj. Unduly sparing in the use or expenditure of money.
partible adj. Separable.
participant n. One having a share or part.
participate v. To receive or have a part or share of.
partition n. That which separates anything into distinct parts.
partisan adj. Characterized by or exhibiting undue or unreasonable devotion to a party.
passible adj. Capable of feeling of suffering.
passive adj. Unresponsive.
pastoral adj. Having the spirit or sentiment of rural life.
paternal adj. Fatherly.
paternity n. Fatherhood.
pathos n. The quality in any form of representation that rouses emotion or sympathy.
patriarch n. The chief of a tribe or race who rules by paternal right.
patriotic adj. Of senatorial or noble rank.
patrimony n. An inheritance from an ancestor, especially from one's father.
patriotism n. Love and devotion to one's country.
patternize v. To exercise an arrogant condescension toward.
patronymic adj. Formed after one's father's name.
patter v. To mumble something over and over.
paucity n. Fewness.
pauper n. One without means of support.
pauperism n. Dependence on charity.
pavilion n. An open structure for temporary shelter.
payee n. A person to whom money has been or is to be paid.
peaceable adj. Tranquil.
peaceful adj. Tranquil.
peccable adj. Capable of sinning.
peccadillo n. A small breach of propriety or principle.
peccant adj. Guilty.
peculiar adj. Pertaining to the breast or thorax.
pecuniary adj. Consisting of money.
pedagogics n. The science and art of teaching.
pedagogue n. A schoolmaster.
pedagogy n. The science and art of teaching.
pedal n. A lever for the foot usually applied only to musical instruments, cycles, and other machines.
pedant n. A scholar who makes needless and inopportune display of his learning.
peddle v. To go about with a small stock of goods to sell.
pedestal n. A base or support as for a column, statue, or vase.
pedestrian n. One who journeys on foot.
pediatrics n. The department of medical science that relates to the treatment of diseases of childhood.
pedigree n. One's line of ancestors.
peddler n. One who travels from house to house with an assortment of goods for retail.
peerage n. The nobility.
peerless adj. Of unequalled excellence or worth.
peevish adj. (irritable)
pellucid adj. Transparent.
penalty n. The consequences that follow the transgression of natural or divine law.
penance n. Punishment to which one voluntarily submits or subjects himself as an expression of penitence.
penchant n. A bias in favor of something.
pendant n. Anything that hangs from something else, either for ornament or for use.
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penetrate v. To enter or force a way into the interior parts of.
penetration n. Discernment.
pentagonal adj. Pertaining to a piece of land almost surrounded by water.
penitence n. Sorrow for sin with desire to amend and to atone.
penitential adj. Pertaining to sorrow for sin with desire to amend and to atone.
pennant n. A small flag.
pension n. A periodical allowance to an individual on account of past service done by him/her.
pentagram n. A figure having five points or lobes.
pentavalent adj. Quinquivalent.
pentagon n. The number five.
pentagon n. A figure, especially, with five angles and five sides.
pentahedron n. A solid bounded by five plane faces.
pentameter n. In prosody, a line of verse containing five feet or feet.
pentathlon n. The contest of five associated exercises in the great games and the same contests.
pentultimate adj. A syllable or member of a series that is last but one.
penurious adj. Excessively sparing in the use of money.
penury n. Indigence.
perceive v. To walk about.
perceptible adj. Cognizable.
perception n. Knowledge through the senses and properties of matter or the external world.
percipience n. The act of perceiving.
percipient n. One who or that which perceives.
percolate v. To filter.
percolator n. A filter.
percuision n. The sharp striking of one body against another.
peremptory adj. Predominating question or appeal.
perennial adj. Continuing through the year or through many years.
perfectible adj. Capable of being made perfect.
perfectly adv. Possibly.
perige n. The point in the orbit of the moon when it is nearest the earth.
periodicity n. The habit or characteristic of recurrence at regular intervals.
peripatetic adj. Walking about.
perjury v. To swear falsely to.
perjury n. A solemn assertion of a falsity.
perpendicular adj. Straight up and down.
perpetuate v. To continue steadfast against opposition.
perpetual adj. Continuing through the year or through many years.
perforate v. To make a hole or holes through.
perform v. To accomplish.
perfumery n. The preparation of perfumes.
perfunctory adj. Half-hearted.
perhaps adv. Possibly.
personage n. A man or woman as an individual, especially one of rank or high station.
personel n. Active humanitarianism.
philately n. The study and collection of stamps.
philharmonic adj. Fond of music.
philogynist n. One who is fond of women.
philologist n. An expert in linguistics.
philology n. The study of language in connection with history and literature.
philosophize v. To seek ultimate causes and principles.
philosophy n. The general principles, laws, or causes that furnish the rational explanation of anything.
phlegmatic adj. Not easily roused to feeling or action.
phonetic adj. Representing articulate sounds or speech.
phonology n. The science of human vocal sounds.
phantom n. The property of emitting light.
photographic adj. Pertaining to the combined action of light and electricity.
photometer n. Any instrument for measuring the intensity of light or comparing the intensity of two lights.
photometry n. The art of measuring the intensity of light.
physicist n. A specialist in the science that treats of the phenomena associated with matter and energy.
physic n. The science that treats of the phenomena associated with matter and energy.
physiocracy n. The doctrine that land and its products are the only true wealth.
physiognomy n. The external appearance merely.
physiography n. Description of nature.
physiology n. The science of organic functions.
physique n. The physical structure or organization of a person.
picaune adj. Of small value.
piccolo n. A small flute.
piece n. A loose or separated part, as distinguished from the whole or the mass.
piecemeal adv. Gradually.
pillage n. Open robbery, as in war.
pillory n. A wooden framework in which an offender is fastened to boards and is exposed to public scorn.
pinchers n. An instrument having two lever-handles and two jaws working on a pivot.
pincers n. An instrument having two jaws working on a pivot.
pinnacle n. A high or topmost point, as a mountain-peak.
pioneer n. One among the first to explore a country.
pious adj. Religious.
pique v. To excite a slight degree of anger in.
pillage n. Any small portion or meager allowance.
placate v. To bring from a state of angry or hostile feeling to one of patience or friendliness.
placent adj. Serene.
plagiarism n. The stealing of passages from the writings of another and publishing them as one's own.
planisphere n. A polar projection of the heavens on a chart.
plasticity n. The property of some substances through which the form of the mass can readily be changed.
plasticity n. The property of some substances through which the form of the mass can readily be changed.
platitude n. A written or spoken statement that is flat, dull, or commonplace.
plaudit n. An expression of applause.
plausible adj. Seeming likely to be true, though open to doubt.
plover n. A maker of plays for the stage.
plea n. An argument to obtain some desired action.
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profligate adj. Abandoned to vice.
profligacy n. Shameless viciousness.
proficient adj. Possessing ample and ready knowledge or of skill in any art, science, or industry.
professor n. A public teacher of the highest grade in a university or college.
profuse adj. Produced or displayed in overabundance.
profanity n. Insulting language.
profanity n. Shameless viciousness.
proficiency n. Proficiency.
promise v. To promise;
promise n. Promise.
prominent adj. Prominent;
prominence n. Prominence.
promissory adj. Promissory;
promissory n. Promissory.
promote v. To promote;
promotion n. Promotion.
promontory n. Promontory.
prompt adj. Prompt;
promptly adv. Promptly.
promptness n. Promptness.
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pyx n. A vessel or casket, usually of precious metal, in which the host is preserved.

quacker n. A charlatan.
quadrate v. To divide into quarters.
quadruple v. To multiply by four.
qualification n. A requisite for an employment, position, right, or privilege.
qualify v. To endow or furnish with requisite ability, character, knowledge, skill, or possessions.
quail v. A fit of nausea.
quandary n. A puzzling predicament.
quantity n. Magnitude.
quarantine n. The enforced isolation of any person or place infected with contagious disease.
quarrelosum adj. Irrascible.
quarter n. One of four equal parts into which anything is or may be divided.
quarterly adj. Occurring or made at intervals of three months.
quartet n. A composition for four voices or four instruments.
quarto n. An eight-page newspaper of any size.
quay n. A wharf or artificial landing-place on the shore of a harbor or projecting into it.
querulous adj. Habitually complaining.
query v. To make inquiry.
queue n. A file of persons waiting in order of their arrival, as for admittance.
quibble n. An utterly trivial distinction or objection.
quiescence n. Quiet.
quiescent adj. Being in a state of repose or inaction.
quiet adj. Making no noise.
quietus n. A silenced, suppressing, or ending.
quintessence n. The most essential part of anything.
quintet n. Musical composition arranged for five voices or instruments.
quite adv. Fully.
Quixotic adj. Chivalrous or romantic to a ridiculous or extravagant degree.
radib adj. Affected with rabies or hydrophobia.
racy adj. Exciting or exhilarating to the mind.
radiance n. The state of being raw or sore again.
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vindicative
volant
vociferous
vociferate
vociferance
vivify
vitiate
vitalize
vitality
visual
vista
visage
virulent
virtuoso
virago
violoncello
violation
violator
viol
vinery
vindicate
vignette
vestment
vertical
vertex
version

subjects.

versatile
vernal
verity
verify
verification
verdant
verbose
verbiage
verbatim
veracious
venous
venom
venison
venial
venereal
venerate
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